Sustainability, Related Videos

CHAPTER 1

Henry David Thoreau, Walden, “Where I Lived and What I Lived For”
Thoreau’s Simple Life at Walden: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FUPrd5ra0

John Muir, “The American Forests”
John Muir Trail: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOM7Vd4wzBI
Biography of John Muir: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDzhIvugw8

Rachel Carson, Silent “Spring”
Rachel Carson’s Legacy: The Silent Spring Series: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDicpd4Ry6E
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekDeG-BJYnE

Aldo Leopold, “Thinking Like a Mountain”
Thinking Like a Mountain: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XS7nsKOH2cU

David Suzuki, “The Sacred Balance: Rediscovering Our Place in Nature”
David Suzuki: An Elder’s Vision for Our Sustainable Future: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2b7SpLpN5A
Time is Running Out: Ecology or Economics? – David Suzuki: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wtUMM8SDws

Donella Meadows, Jorgen Randers, Dennis L. Meadows, “Limits to Growth”
Perspectives on Limits to Growth: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiG3i5DaPrE&list=PL5tDtSEIXWm11AkwcgsJ2ovSF RJvxR_pl

Ethan Goffman, “Defining Sustainability, Defining the Future”
Sustainability Explained Through Animation: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5NiTN0chj0
Defining Sustainability: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGkkEsiqQ80

CHAPTER 2

Al Gore, “Climate of Denial”
TED Talk: Al Gore New Thinking on the Climate Crisis: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-0p7GbPJ14

David Orr, “Framing Sustainability”
Professor David Orr Speaking at Earthian Series on Sustainability and Education: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uK1gG7_9nFA

Carolyn Merchant on Environmental History: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iJKXova8Kw
Tim McDonnell, “Why Do Conservatives Like to Waste Energy?”
What Conservatives Believe About Green Energy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cez8t5a4iUE
Conservatives Want to Drill Our Way to Energy Independence:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEBZVWxULfE

Bjorn Lomborg, “Yes, It Looks Bad, But…”
The Skeptical Environmentalist: A Conversation with John Tierney and Bjorn Lomborg:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5YmgekQyNk

Ron Ross, “Now Playing: The Sustainability Con”
Radical Environmentalism and Other Merchants of Despair:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei6jbrcX8ao

Alex Zorach, “Sustainability: Building a Consensus Between Liberals and Conservatives”
Obama: Climate Change is Not a Hoax:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLuHWNVzr2k

CHAPTER 3

Kaid Benfield, “Sustainable New Orleans”
New Orleans Mayor C. Ray Nagin on sustainable recovery efforts following Hurricane Katrina
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qbl42F0_p6A

David Biello, “How Did the BP Oil Spill Affect Gulf Coast Wildlife?”
BP Oil Spill Effect on Wildlife: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OVNd6Fa9fg
Gulf Oil Spill Effects on Wildlife: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uax5FRWnvs

Should We Bring Extinct Species Back to Life?:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_hgCM8XZkk
National Geographic Live – Capturing Endangered Species:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ka6FZ0b5Imn

Jared Diamond, “The Last Americans: Environmental Collapse and the End of Civilization”
Jared Diamond – How Societies Fail and Sometimes Succeed:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpkS1xym0HA

Russell Mittermeier, Language Diversity is Highest in Biodiversity Hotspots
Russell Mittermeier of Conservation International discusses why rainforests are important:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zef0WpaNzDw

CHAPTER 4

Jeffrey Kaplan, “The Gospel of Consumption”
Story of Stuff: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLBE5QAYXp8
Michael Pollan, “Wendell Berry’s Wisdom”
Michael Pollan and Wendell Berry Live at the Clifton Center:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AanbKuMpwns

Frijof Capra, “Ecology and Community”
Ecological Literary (with Frijof Capra): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vohcled-kto
Frijof Capra, the Systems View of Life: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_MDRI-Q76o

Douglas MacMillan, “Switching to Green Collar Jobs”
What are ‘Green Collar’ Jobs? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxu8kzwQ3m8

Brian Handwerk, “Blue Jobs Key to Future Fisheries”
The End of Fish or Sustainable Fishing: What’s the Real Status of Fisheries?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzNPFAfbp3E

Dave Newport, “Campus Sustainability: It’s About People”
A Sustainable Campus: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dn8DTQemrFo
Cornell Sustainable Campus: A Living Laboratory for Sustainability:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfMML5CkbT0

Jaymi Heimbuch, “How Cell Phones Are Changing the Face of Green Activism”
2011 Sustainability Report from AT&T: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cw3-rAD1Ajk
The Green Mobile Phone Revolution: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDkDxQ9MTog

Daniel Goleman and Gregory Norris, “How Green is my iPad?”
How Environmentally Friendly is the iPad?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgMGJWClBeY

CHAPTER 5

Ker Than, “Americans Least Green – And Feel Least Guilt, Survey Suggests”
Ten Worst Polluting Countries: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vVW1VfVHFI

UN Panel on Global Sustainability, “The Panel’s Vision”
UN Panel on Global Sustainability: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AA5Wh7jzw8o

Brendan Smith, “The Coming Green Wave”
Oceansphere – Environmentally Friendly Open Ocean Fish Farming:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76TLGgjQMOc
Ocean Farm Technologies: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmZPgf93DA8

Nathan Myhrvold, “After Fukushima: Now, More than Ever”
Fukushima Now: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oB-K78L8oNl

Jeneen Interlandi, “A Tree Grows in Haiti”
Haiti: Saving the Environment, Preventing Instability and Conflicting:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYkFAqUzjUs
Rebuilding Haiti Through Sustainability:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm24npOPxps
Jeremy Rifkin, “The Third Industrial Revolution”
Jeremy Rifkin on Entering the Third Industrial Revolution: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpDHcFts20Y

Michael Moyer and Carina Storrs, “How Much Is Left?”
Finite Earth Denial: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZ1wiGUVhZw

CHAPTER 6

Heather E. Lindsay, “Ecotourism: The Promise and Perils of Environmentally Oriented Travel”
Ecotourism in Thailand: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvDSTtp0ij4
What is Ecotourism?: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP0Jp6rXfRQ

Jasper National Park Sustainability Initiatives: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zNnm9qY1ZA
Sustainability Within the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTnMalk9cXI

Rick Bass, “Why I Hunt”
Foraging for Sustainable Hunting: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5IoVAcH97s

Yvon Choinard, “Let My People Go Surfing”
Interview with Yvon Choinard: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3TwULu-Wjw